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BONDED, explores the construct of human dependency – especially that of siblings – and how time
and external conditions can affect the synergetic connection.   

Performed by twin sisters, Kristina and Sade and set on a circular stage with a rotating set that
allows for a 360-degree viewing option, the work takes the audience through a transitional journey
of inter-and-independency through abstract contemporary dance narrative.

Alleyne Dance is a UK based company with an international reach.  Founded in 2014 by sisters
Kristina and Sadé Alleyne, the choreographic aesthetic reflects the sisters diverse background in
athletics and dance training. Within their abstract contemporary construct, Alleyne Dance blend
West-African, Caribbean, Hip Hop, Kathak and Circus Skills, delivered as fast paced and dynamic
movement. They infuse lyrical and fluid motion, layered with rhythm and textures in physically
powerful, yet graceful performances.

The company has three main works currently on tour.  Stage productions, A Night’s Game and
The Other Side of Me have been presented internationally for several years in countries such as
the UK, Australia, Germany, Austria, Spain, Canada, France, Malta, Italy, Norway, Slovenia, Australia,
Greece and more.  Dance film, ( Re) United, premiered in autumn 2020 and is currently touring
virtually in festivals and in online programming. 

ALLEYNE DANCE
BONDED

BONDED explores the construct of human
dependency through sibling connectivity

Choreographers and Performers:  Kristina Alleyne & Sadé Alleyne
Tour booking and enquiries:  Grace Okereke

The work is available now for touring in the UK and abroad for approx. 3650 GBP

Year Created:  2021                                                  Length of show:  30 minutes
Performance area:  7 m ( W)  x 7 m D                     Get-in time:  5 hr inc warm up /  rehearsal 
Number. of people on road:  4                                Workshops available:  Yes
Shows per day:  up to 3                                          Time required between shows:  2 hours
Scale:  Medium scale                                              Capacity:   500 - 2000
Language:  Non-text based                                    Audience type:  Suitable for all 

management@alleynedance.com |  www.alleynedance.com
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